



A Bulletproof Safety Program is Only as Good as 
its Execution and Adherence. 

When it comes to construction in high-
temperature environments, following heat 
safety protocol is absolutely critical.  

The mechanical scope contractor on a 500-MW utility-scale solar project in 
southwest Texas, responsible for driving over 300,000 piles and erecting 
over 17,000 rows of racking system, initially leveraged WorkerSense® to 
help improve day-to-day operational awareness for their 100-strong 
workforce dispersed across multiple square miles. However, an unexpected 
heat-related injury (HRI) provided a perfect collaboration opportunity to 
comprehensively assess workforce adherence to heat safety protocols on 
site, as well as to ensure go-forward compliance with the established 
protocols through custom automated reports. 

The Incident 

On June 14th at approximately 2:11 PM, a laborer, “John Doe”, was brought into the project trailer suffering from 
a moderate severity HRI. Ambient conditions included a maximum temperature of 98° F, and an average 
relative humidity of 52% over the course of the shift. Heat safety protocols were in place, mandating 
additional and prolonged breaks throughout the day. John Doe, part of one of the client’s racking crews 
(responsible for erecting rows of racking system for photovoltaic panels to be mounted on), was not engaged in 
any out of scope or abnormal work activity. 

The high-volume worker-level activity data collected by WorkerSense® was critical in 1) investigating and 
understanding what behavior and conditions led to the HRI, and 2) helping the client improve safety protocol 
adherence for the remainder of the project delivery. 
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1. Investigation and Understanding 

WorkerSense® worked with the client’s project team later that week to pull the thousands of data points associated with 
John Doe’s shift in which the HRI occurred.  

Upon clocking in at 6:42 AM, ambient temperature was already 81° F with 77% relative humidity. That day, John Doe’s 
racking crew primarily worked in blocks 8.4 and 8.9, with scheduled cooldown breaks at 8:30 AM, 11:00 AM, and 2:30 PM. 

As expected, John Doe abided by the predetermined break schedule, stopping work at 8:31 AM and 11:05 AM to rest. 
However, it was from this that the WorkerSense® team identified a serious divergence from the client’s operational plan. 
During the warmer months on these high-temperature utility-scale solar projects, it is typical for “cooling stations” to be 
scattered around the job site, proximal to active work areas. These cooling stations are often retrofitted shipping 
containers, outfitted with fans and misters to help workers cool down during their breaks on hot days. John Doe, 
primarily working in block 8.4 that day, was approximately 0.25 miles from the nearest cooling station located at the 
northwest corner of block 8.1. 
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While it was apparent that the majority of John Doe’s racking crew was traveling to the nearest cooling station 
for their breaks, John Doe failed to do so for both breaks prior to the HRI incident. At both break times, John Doe 
would travel to the southwest corner of block 8.4 to his Utility Task Vehicle (UTV), just few minutes away. 
The UTVs, used by crews to traverse the approximately 1,300-acre job site, offered protection from direct sun, but 
no other air conditioning or climate control benefit. The cooling stations, however, offered a temperature-

controlled environment as low as 76° F. 

Based on this analysis and further discussion with 
the client, it was apparent that John Doe’s failure to 
travel to the nearest cooling station for his 
scheduled breaks, opting to instead take them in 
his UTV, was the root cause of the HRI. 

2.Moving Forward 

After WorkerSense® and the client had clearly 
determined the cause of the HRI, the next step was 
to identify the best go-forward strategy to avoid a 
similar incident in the future. 

As a first step, the client made it mandatory to take 
work breaks in the on-site cooling stations during 
the high-heat summer days. However, while not 
explicitly mandatory before, this practice was implied 
to be the required break behavior— shifting the 
discussion to how we can not just further refine the 
heat safety protocol following our findings, but in 
addition, how we can ensure daily compliance with 
this protocol moving forward. 

The WorkerSense® AIRBORNE platform leverages 
an interactive georeferenced site drawing to provide 

area-specific activity reports and geofencing 
capabilities. While WorkerSense® had already georeferenced all of the project’s circuits, blocks, and staging 
areas, there was no passive monitoring of the cooling stations. WorkerSense® collaborated with the client to 
georeference all of the cooling stations on site, and provide daily reports outlining cumulative time spent by 
each worker in the cooling stations, as well as analysis of adherence to the predetermined break schedule. 

With an updated heat safety protocol, and an automated compliance assurance tool in place, the client was able 
to avoid any additional HRIs over the course of the completion of their scope of the project. 
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Impact 

When it comes to prevention-oriented tools and operational design 
modifications (compared to intervention-oriented), it’s notoriously 
difficult to quantify the direct impact. To obtain more clarity on the 
potential impact of this collaboration between WorkerSense® and the 
client, we collected some expert insights from the Director of 
Construction at an industry-leading utility-scale solar EPC. 

“For a project of this scale, we can see as many as 4-5 heat stress 
incidents over the course of construction, mostly during the summer 
months…” they noted. “Our heat safety program typically involves a 
combination of regulatory guideline adherence combined with general 
experience derived from a long history of project delivery in high-
temperature environments… We do unfortunately see heat-related 
injuries due to a variety of factors that unfortunately can be out of our control. People can have physiological 
conditions that we’re unaware of, or fail to abide by the carefully controlled safety program. It’s a risk for sure.” 

If we are to assume the potential of an additional 3-4 HRIs throughout the remainder of the client’s scope on the 
project, we become a step closer to approximating the fiscal impact. According to OSHA, the cumulative direct 
and indirect costs of an HRI are $79,081 per incident . Based on our earlier assumption, it is suggested that the 1

client may have incurred as much as an additional $276,783 in costs due to HRIs alone. At an industry average 
profit margin of 3%, an additional $9.2M in revenue would be needed to cover this loss. 

 https://www.osha.gov/safetypays/estimator1
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Conclusion 

The power of comprehensive worker-level activity can’t be understated. When it comes to incident 
investigation, clients are able to avoid tracking down nearby worker observations or causations assumptions— 
and instead— can quickly and objectively analyze the exact events and conditions that preceded an incident. 
Deep, quantitive understanding is the perpetual predecessor to informed and effective decision making. We see 
this often applied to efficiency analysis and production process design, and in this case, to A) further optimize 
safety protocols and B) ensure go-forward compliance. 

The most well-oiled operations rely heavily on quantified decision factors, both for planning, as well as 
diagnostics. WorkerSense® routinely enables clients to design their processes and protocols with confidence, 
habitually assess efficacy, and iterate upon these processes and protocols through continued data 
collection. 
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A safer job site starts with WorkerSense® real-time information. Contact us to learn more: 

inquiries@workersense.com               +1 (562) 254-0160            www.workersense.com 


